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INC: PC SYSTEM ALARM MECHANISM

PC system alarm mechanism
Invention purpose
 PC systems are often placed unguarded and can easily become victims of theft. This invention
utilizes the commonly seen features on PC systems (PC beep, G-sensor, and network function)
to improve PC systems’ security and protection.
 PC systems are monitored remotely by IT center through network. When a PC system is
physically removed from network, security will be informed, and the PC system will sound
alarm. The implementation of this invention into current PC system design is inexpensive. Little
HW modification is required.
 Previous anti-theft protection methods mostly only consider locking PC system to its original
position. This invention informs security when a theft event has taken place and there’ll also be
alarm sound to inform security the whereabout of the burglar if burglar tries to carry PC system
away.

Idea concept
 When PC systems are placed in classroom or computer center, there’s chance that burglar
breaks in and steals PC systems. The concept of this invention is to notify security and sound
alarm when this issue happens.
 Group of PC systems are monitored remotely by IT center through network. One way to do this
is to let IT center ping each PC system periodically. If no response from a certain PC system, then
the PC system can be seen as been removed from network. IT center can then notify security.
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 Each PC system can utilize PC beep to sound alarm through speaker. Three mechanisms are
applied to each PC system to determine if it has been moved physically from its original position:
1. Check if K-lock cable has been removed from PC system.
2. Check if PC system has been disconnected from monitor.
3. Use G-sensor or IOT technology to confirm if PC system has any motion.
If above all confirmed to be “Yes”, then PC beep alarm will be activated.
 Only simple HW modification is required to implement above mechanisms. For example, most
HP PC systems already have PC beep designed in. This invention only requires PC beep also be
supported under S5 (Meaning a small battery to support audio CoDec power after burglar
removed all cables from system). EC/SIO GPI pins can be used to detect if K-lock cable is still
attached to PC system. EC/SIO GPI pins can also detect monitor’s hot plug detect pin to confirm
if monitor is attached to PC system.

Flow chart
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